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President’s Corner
David A. Rosenbaum, MD, FACC
President/Governor
As daylight savings ends and the brisk mornings become a reality, it is
good to reflect on the last few months. Our chapter and our ACC has
had a busy few months. Our annual Colorado Chapter meeting held at
the Broadmoor in October was successful. We had a diverse group of
speakers and attendees. Topics were well received and it was an informative
and fun weekend. The highlights beyond the education were bowling at
the Broadmoor with our families and friends and having a mentalist amaze the audience Saturday
night predicting with 100% accuracy many privately held facts. It was shockingly fun! We look
forward to our annual Colorado ACC chapter meeting next October to be held in metro Denver.
Look for more details in the coming months.
On a national level, the ACC held its annual legislative conference in Washington DC in late October.
If you have never attended, it is worth your time and efforts. Learning about national level policy that
influences our practice of medicine and charge of patient centered care is important and our voice
must be heard. The ACC is united in our message of team based care focused on our patients. The
Colorado delegation was well represented by physicians, a senior cardiology fellow, advanced practice
providers and women in cardiology. Our message of wanting to collaborate with CMS/HHS with
regards to innovative payment models using our ACC registries was well received. Funding for GME
and NIH to support the stream of future healthcare providers was also acknowledged. Meeting as a
group with Senator Cory Gardner was a highlight from our group visit to Capitol Hill. I hope you
will consider attending this important advocacy meeting next year, September 11-13 2016.
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Colorado ACC Awards Travel Grant for ACC Legislative Conference
Thoughts from our 2015 grant recipient, Jolin Honas. NP:
The 2015 American College of Cardiology Legislative Conference was held October
18-20 in Washington DC. Colorado brought 8 representatives; 5 MD’s, 1 FIT, and 1
NP that represented 6 different institutions.
Colorado has bragging rights as Dr. Eugene Sherman MD, FACC is the chair of the ACC PAC Board of
Directors and helped guide the conference with enthusiastic spirit and leadership. The conference had
three main points:
1. Be an advocate. Know what the college stands for. If there is something you think needs to be
addressed, address it. The PAC was established to create a voice for ACC members. Colorado currently
has 32 PAC members who lobby on your behalf and have made huge strides on hot topics such as
Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR), appropriate use criteria, physician payment, and health information
technology. Anyone can join. Visit their website at www.accpacweb.org/ssl/
2. Shared goals and clear roles. ACC embraces the team model. The conference was geared at all facets
of the cardiology care team and thus many cardiovascular team members were represented including
RN’s, ANPs, and pharmacists. The team based approach has each provider working their maximum
scope of practice. The agenda made an effort to point out the recent Health Policy Statement on
Cardiovascular Team-Based Care
3. Speak to your congressman. Colorado has two senators and 7 members of the house. Your seven
delegates were able to meet with either them or their liaisons to communicate the ACC message and
show that we are a powerful community. The four main topics discussed were as follows:
a. THANK YOU. After 17 years SGR was repealed and (MACRA) is in effect.
b. Electronic health record. The ACC is working to make EHRs more usable by having front line
health experts weigh in on the design and flow.
c. The ACC supports increased funding to the FDA and NIH. The house has passed the 21st Century
Cures Act which would add $9 billion to the NIH and $500 million to the FDA. It is now in the
senate.
d. Cardiac Rehab. There is currently a bill going through Congress that would allow advanced practice
providers to supervise over cardiac and pulmonary rehab. This would allow more remote, rural facilities
to offer these services.
Advocacy is more than politics. The legislative conference empowers members of the ACC to get involved
to improve healthcare. Get involved; you may be surprised at what you can accomplish.
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Introducing Your 2016 CVT Liaison,
FALL 2015

Cardiovascular Team (CVT) Corner
Nancy Lundy, NP, AACC, Chair, CVT State Liaison WG
Introducing Your 2016 CVT Liaison,
Heather Mazzola, NP
Hello! My name is Heather Mazzola, I am the Liaison for the Colorado
Chapter of the ACC. I spent over 10 years as a nurse in the CCU/
CVICU. I became an Acute Care Nurse Practitioner in 2010 and
began practicing as a Cardiology NP in June, 2014. One of the best
things I did was to become a member of ACC in December, 2013.
During my role as State Liaison I have been reviewing the history of the ACC. In the 1990’s and early
2000’s ACC began including members of the cardiovascular care team (CVT), including nurses,
nurse practitioners, physician assistants, practice administrators, training directors, pharmacists and
cardiovascular technicians. That being said to date CO has 86 CVT and 401 MD members.
As a member of ACC, I feel it our job to let our colleagues know about the perks of being an ACC
member. The benefits of being a member of the ACC are numerous. ACC is great way to network,
stay clinically informed with the most up to date studies, access current guidelines, access mobile
Apps such as Guidelines Clinical App, ASCVD Risk Estimator, and the CardioSmart Explorer, to
name a few. You also have access to free CME/CE/MOC points. Spread the word and let’s see an
increase in the number of CVT members this year.
CO Chapter Meeting - October 9-11 was the 2015 annual meeting held at the Broadmoor in
Colorado Springs. The education provided covered a broad range of cardiology topics. The meals and
entertainment were tremendous. Overall it was a success. The number of attendees was not as high
as it has been in the past. We would like feedback from you about topics of education, change in
location, date, that would increase the number of ACC members of CO to attend the annual meeting
for 2016. Please feel free to email me heather.mazzola@uchealth.org.
ACC 16 will be held in Chicago April 2-4, 2016. Early Bird registration runs through November 10,
2015. Please take advantage of the great price and wide variety of hotel rooms still available. This
event is a great way to learn how ACC is transforming cardiovascular health globally with the College’s
International Chapters.
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Hospitals Nationwide Begin Reporting PCI and ICD Measure
As of today, data on several measures related to percutaneous coronary intervention and implantable
cardioverter defibrillator procedures are publicly available for the first time. CathPCI Registry®
hospitals and ICD Registry™ hospitals that volunteered to participate in the ACC’s public reporting
program now have their results posted on FindYourHeartaHome.org, powered by CardioSmart. By
publicly reporting, hospitals demonstrate their dedication to quality improvement and transparency,
and empower patients to make informed decisions about their cardiovascular care.
“Our hope is that by tracking and publicly reporting these measures we can raise awareness of variation
where it exists and help to ensure consistent, evidence-based care is provided across the U.S.,” said
ACC President Kim Allan Williams, Sr., MD, FACC.
Hospitals can opt in to publicly report at any point by submitting a data consent form for the
CathPCI Registry and/or ICD Registry. Hospitals that choose not to publicly report will be listed as
“not participating” with ACC public reporting.
The ACC has developed a Public Reporting Communications Kit to help participating CathPCI
Registry and ICD Registry hospitals communicate their participation in ACC’s public reporting
program and their measure performance. If you are part of a hospital that is participating in this
public reporting effort, feel free to pass the CathPCI Registry Communications Kit and/or ICD
Registry Communications Kit along to your communications or public relations team. (Note: you
must be logged into ACC’s Quality Improvement for Institutions Site to access the communications
kits).
NCDR hospitals can also download a new Data Quality Checklist to ensure that all steps in their
data management process produce complete, accurate, reliable and valid data.
Read more on ACC.org. Patient-focused information on the measures is available at
FindYourHeartaHome.org, powered by CardioSmart.
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NEWS YOU CAN USE
IHE Connectathon Registration is Open

The Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) Connectathon is a cross-vendor, live, supervised and
structured testing event attended by more than 100 participating vendors and more than 550 engineers
and information technology (IT) architects. These experts will meet in Cleveland, OH, Jan. 25—29
for one full week of interoperability testing and problem resolution. IHE is a unique collaboration of
health care professionals and industry focused on improving the way computer systems in health care
share information. The ACC has partnered with IHE to develop cardiology profiles for cardiac
catheterization, echocardiography and stress testing workflows, electrocardiogram retrieval,
implantable device cardiac observations, and cardiovascular displayable reports. Registration is now
open.

ACC Response to ABIM Report on Vision for Certification and MOC Programs
in 2020

The American Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM) in September released a report entitled “A Vision
for Certification in Internal Medicine in 2020,” that was drafted to inform the reshaping of ABIM’s
Certification and Maintenance of Certification (MOC) programs. It includes three key
recommendations that are similar to those being proposed by the ACC on behalf of its members, as
well as the rest of the internal medicine community. Specifically, the report proposes to: 1) replace the
10-year MOC exam with more frequent, less burdensome assessments; 2) focus assessments on
cognitive and technical skills; and 3) recognize specialization. Read the full report here and read
ACC’s statement in its entirety here.

Join the Senior Cardiology Workgroup
As the baby boomer generation approaches its eighth decade, ACC leadership is eager to focus
attention on the special attributes and needs of this large cohort of maturing cardiologists, and the
potentially unique contributions they might make to the College and our profession. As of March
2015, there are approximately 12,668 FACC members who are 60 years of age and older, of this
group, 8,615 are not emeritus status and 4,053 are designated emeritus. Most of the emeritus members
are age 75 and older. 60+ non-emeritus FACCs tend to mirror FACCs in general in terms of non-age
demographics and needs.
The College invites you to join the Senior Cardiologist work group led by Samuel Wann, MD,
MACC. Please contact Ashton Princell at Aprincell@acc.org if you are interested in learning more.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

www.coloradoacc.org.

December 10-12, 2015
February 18 - 20, 2016
March 6 - 11, 2016

April 2 - 4, 2016

Is Your ACC Member Profile Up-To-Date?

The ACC wants to make sure it's sending members only the most relevant information. To that end,
the College is encouraging all members to update their ACC profile, including contact information,
specialty areas, clinical interest areas and practice information. Don’t miss out on the latest cardiovascular
research, new clinical guidelines, advocacy updates, ACC news and member benefits. Update your
profile online at ACC.org/MyProfile.
Check out the Special Issue of @ACCinTouch Cardiology Magazine which focuses on Member
Sections ACC.org/Cardiology #ACCChapters.
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